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Autumn in Saxony (82)
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Ви повинні увійти в систему, щоб мати доступ до кошика
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08 October 2019, Saxony, Dresden: A man walks with umbrellas under trees coloured in autumn. Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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08 October 2019, Saxony, Dresden: A man walks with umbrellas under trees coloured in autumn. Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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08 October 2019, Saxony, Dresden: A cyclist rides along an avenue with autumnally coloured trees. Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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08 October 2019, Saxony, Dresden: The Frauenkirche is reflected behind autumn-coloured trees in a disc covered with rainwater. Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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08 October 2019, Saxony, Dresden: People walk with umbrellas under trees coloured in autumn. Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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07 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Derneburg: The mausoleum of the Count of Munster and his family stands in the woods near Derneburg between still green deciduous trees. The Mausoleum was designed by the architect Laves in 1839 and is now part of the Laves Cultural Path in Derneburg. Photo: Hauke-Christian Dittrich/dpa
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07 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Hanover: Cyclists ride through a nature reserve, photographed by a leaf coloured in autumn. Photo: Sina Schuldt/dpa
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07 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Hanover: Autumn coloured foliage hangs over the water of the line in which the sun is reflected. Photo: Sina Schuldt/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Rathen: In the morning fog lies over the National Park Saxon Switzerland. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Rathen: In the morning, a hot-air balloon rides over the fog in the Saxon Switzerland National Park. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Rathen: In the morning fog lies over the National Park Saxon Switzerland. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Rathen: In the morning, a hot-air balloon rides over the fog in the Saxon Switzerland National Park. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Rathen: In the morning fog lies over the National Park Saxon Switzerland. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Bockenem: A winding road connects the districts of Jerze and Bornum am Harz (l) in the district of Hildesheim (aerial photograph with drone). In the background you can see the motorway A7 and the rest area Ambergau. Photo: Hauke-Christian Dittrich/dpa
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07 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Bockenem: Residential buildings are located in the centre of Jerze, which is part of the town of Bockenem in the district of Hildesheim (aerial view with drone). The historic St. Gertrud church can be seen in the centre of the village. Photo: Hauke-Christian Dittrich/dpa
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07 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Bockenem: A car is on its way on a winding road near the district Bornum am Harz (aerial photo with drone). Photo: Hauke-Christian Dittrich/dpa
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07 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Bockenem: A car is on its way on a winding road near the district Bornum am Harz (aerial photo with drone). Photo: Hauke-Christian Dittrich/dpa
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07 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Bockenem: A car is on its way on a winding road near the district Bornum am Harz (aerial photo with drone). Photo: Hauke-Christian Dittrich/dpa
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07 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Bockenem: A car is on its way on a winding road near the district Bornum am Harz (aerial photo with drone). Photo: Hauke-Christian Dittrich/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Lohmen: Tourists photograph the sunrise on the Bastei rock in the Saxon Switzerland National Park Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Derneburg: A sign points to Lake Mariensee and the mausoleum on the Laves Culture Trail. The mausoleum of the Count of Munster and his family stands in the woods near Derneburg between still green deciduous trees. The Mausoleum was designed by the architect Laves in 1839 and is now part of the Laves Cultural Path in Derneburg. Photo: Hauke-Christian Dittrich/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Rathen: In the morning fog lies over the National Park Saxon Switzerland. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Rathen: In the morning fog lies over the National Park Saxon Switzerland. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Rathen: In the morning fog lies over the Saxon Switzerland National Park behind the bastion bridge built in 1851 and the 415-metre-high Lilienstein. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Rathen: In the morning fog lies over the National Park Saxon Switzerland in front of the 415 meter high Lilienstein while a hot air balloon rides over it. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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dpatop - 07 October 2019, Saxony, Dresden: In the morning, a hot-air balloon rides over the fog in the Saxon Switzerland National Park. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Dresden: In the morning fog lies over the National Park Saxon Switzerland. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Dresden: In the morning fog lies over the National Park Saxon Switzerland in front of the 415 meter high Lilienstein (l) while a hot air balloon rides over it. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Lohmen: A man squats on the Bastei rock in the Saxon Switzerland National Park and photographs the sunrise. Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Dresden: In the morning, a hot-air balloon rides over the fog in the Saxon Switzerland National Park. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Lohmen: Wafts of fog envelop a rock in the Saxon Switzerland National Park and are illuminated by the rising sun. Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Lohmen: A man squats on the Bastei rock in the Saxon Switzerland National Park and photographs the sunrise. Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Lohmen: Wafts of fog envelop a rock in the Saxon Switzerland National Park and are illuminated by the rising sun. Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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dpatop - 07 October 2019, Saxony, Lohmen: Tourists stand in the national park Saxon Switzerland at sunrise on the Basteifelsen and make a Selfie. Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Lohmen: In the morning fog lies over the National Park Saxon Switzerland in front of the 415 meter high Lilienstein while a hot air balloon rides over it. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Lohmen: A man squats on the Bastei rock in the Saxon Switzerland National Park and photographs the sunrise. Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Lohmen: Wafts of fog envelop a rock in the Saxon Switzerland National Park and are illuminated by the rising sun. Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Dresden: In the morning fog lies over the Saxon Switzerland National Park behind the bastion bridge built in 1851 and the 415-metre-high Lilienstein. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Lohmen: Tourists stand in the national park Saxon Switzerland at sunrise on the Basteifelsen and make a Selfie. Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Lohmen: Tourists stand in the national park Saxon Switzerland at sunrise on the Basteifelsen and make a Selfie. Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Dresden: In the morning fog lies over the Saxon Switzerland National Park behind the bastion bridge built in 1851 and the 415-metre-high Lilienstein. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Lohmen: The Lilienstein mountain in the Saxon Switzerland National Park is covered in fog at sunrise. Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Dresden: In the morning fog lies over the National Park Saxon Switzerland in front of the 415 meter high Lilienstein (l) while a hot air balloon rides over it. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Dresden: A woman looks in the morning at the fog over the national park Saxon Switzerland with the 415 meters high Lilienstein (r) while a hot air balloon rides over it. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Dresden: In the morning fog lies over the Saxon Switzerland National Park behind the bastion bridge built in 1851 and the 415-metre-high Lilienstein. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Dresden: In the morning fog lies over the National Park Saxon Switzerland. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Dresden: In the morning fog lies over the Saxon Switzerland National Park behind the bastion bridge built in 1851 and the 415-metre-high Lilienstein. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: A cyclist drives past a photo exhibition on Wilhelm-Leuschner-Platz with photos from the fall of the Berlin Wall and the lettering "Keine Gewalt" and "Schlie?t euch an". Next Wednesday (09.10.) in Leipzig, numerous events will commemorate the peaceful protests in autumn 1989. This year's highlight will again be the light festival on Augustusplatz. On 9 October 1989, around 70,000 people demonstrated for freedom and democracy on Leipzig's inner city ring road with the call "We are the people". Experts consider the non-violent protests on this day to be a decisive breakthrough for the peaceful revolution. Photo: Jan Woitas/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: Passers-by pass a photo exhibition on Wilhelm-Leuschner-Platz with photos from the fall of the Berlin Wall and the lettering "Keine Gewalt" and "Schlie?t euch an". Next Wednesday (09.10.) in Leipzig, numerous events will commemorate the peaceful protests in autumn 1989. This year's highlight will again be the light festival on Augustusplatz. On 9 October 1989, around 70,000 people demonstrated for freedom and democracy on Leipzig's inner city ring road with the call "We are the people". Experts consider the non-violent protests on this day to be a decisive breakthrough for the peaceful revolution. Photo: Jan Woitas/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: Passers-by pass a photo exhibition on Wilhelm-Leuschner-Platz with photos from the fall of the Berlin Wall and the lettering "Keine Gewalt" and "Schlie?t euch an". Next Wednesday (09.10.) in Leipzig, numerous events will commemorate the peaceful protests in autumn 1989. This year's highlight will again be the light festival on Augustusplatz. On 9 October 1989, around 70,000 people demonstrated for freedom and democracy on Leipzig's inner city ring road with the call "We are the people". Experts consider the non-violent protests on this day to be a decisive breakthrough for the peaceful revolution. Photo: Jan Woitas/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: A passer-by passes a photo exhibition with photos from the time of the fall of the Berlin Wall and the lettering "No Violence" on Wilhelm-Leuschner-Platz. Next Wednesday (09.10.) in Leipzig, numerous events will commemorate the peaceful protests in autumn 1989. This year's highlight will again be the light festival on Augustusplatz. On 9 October 1989, around 70,000 people demonstrated for freedom and democracy on Leipzig's inner city ring road with the call "We are the people". Experts consider the non-violent protests on this day to be a decisive breakthrough for the peaceful revolution. Photo: Jan Woitas/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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07 October 2019, Saxony, Lohmen: The sun rises in the Saxon Switzerland National Park behind the Bastei rock. Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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04 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Hanover: A walker with an umbrella is reflected in a large puddle. Photo: Hauke-Christian Dittrich/dpa
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04 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Hanover: Two cyclists in rainwear ride through an avenue of deciduous trees, the leaves of which have already turned autumnal. Photo: Hauke-Christian Dittrich/dpa
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03 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Eldagsen: Sun and clouds alternate over an avenue at Eldagsen. Photo: Peter Steffen/dpa
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03 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Eldagsen: Various pumpkins lie after the harvest on a farm in Eldagsen. Sometimes big, sometimes small, but always colourful - for many people, pumpkins are simply part of autumn. On average, around 4670 tonnes of vegetables, which belong to the cucumber family, are harvested on the cultivation area in Lower Saxony. Photo: Peter Steffen/dpa
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03 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Eldagsen: Court owner Maren Jansch harvests pumpkins on her plantation near Eldagsen. Sometimes big, sometimes small, but always colourful - for many people, pumpkins are simply part of autumn. On average, around 4670 tonnes of vegetables, which belong to the cucumber family, are harvested on the cultivation area in Lower Saxony. Photo: Peter Steffen/dpa
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03 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Eldagsen: Court owner Maren Jansch harvests pumpkins on her plantation near Eldagsen. Sometimes big, sometimes small, but always colourful - for many people, pumpkins are simply part of autumn. On average, around 4670 tonnes of vegetables, which belong to the cucumber family, are harvested on the cultivation area in Lower Saxony. Photo: Peter Steffen/dpa
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03 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Eldagsen: Court owner Maren Jansch harvests pumpkins on her plantation near Eldagsen. Sometimes big, sometimes small, but always colourful - for many people, pumpkins are simply part of autumn. On average, around 4670 tonnes of vegetables, which belong to the cucumber family, are harvested on the cultivation area in Lower Saxony. Photo: Peter Steffen/dpa
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03 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Eldagsen: Various pumpkins lie after the harvest on a farm in Eldagsen. Sometimes big, sometimes small, but always colourful - for many people, pumpkins are simply part of autumn. On average, around 4670 tonnes of vegetables, which belong to the cucumber family, are harvested on the cultivation area in Lower Saxony. Photo: Peter Steffen/dpa
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03 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Eldagsen: Various pumpkins lie after the harvest on a farm in Eldagsen. Sometimes big, sometimes small, but always colourful - for many people, pumpkins are simply part of autumn. On average, around 4670 tonnes of vegetables, which belong to the cucumber family, are harvested on the cultivation area in Lower Saxony. Photo: Peter Steffen/dpa
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03 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Eldagsen: Court owner Maren Jansch harvests pumpkins on her plantation near Eldagsen. Sometimes big, sometimes small, but always colourful - for many people, pumpkins are simply part of autumn. On average, around 4670 tonnes of vegetables, which belong to the cucumber family, are harvested on the cultivation area in Lower Saxony. Photo: Peter Steffen/dpa
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03 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Eldagsen: Various pumpkins lie after the harvest on a farm in Eldagsen. Sometimes big, sometimes small, but always colourful - for many people, pumpkins are simply part of autumn. On average, around 4670 tonnes of vegetables, which belong to the cucumber family, are harvested on the cultivation area in Lower Saxony. Photo: Peter Steffen/dpa
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03 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Eldagsen: Various pumpkins lie after the harvest on a farm in Eldagsen. Sometimes big, sometimes small, but always colourful - for many people, pumpkins are simply part of autumn. On average, around 4670 tonnes of vegetables, which belong to the cucumber family, are harvested on the cultivation area in Lower Saxony. Photo: Peter Steffen/dpa
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03 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Eldagsen: Various pumpkins lie after the harvest on a farm in Eldagsen. Sometimes big, sometimes small, but always colourful - for many people, pumpkins are simply part of autumn. On average, around 4670 tonnes of vegetables, which belong to the cucumber family, are harvested on the cultivation area in Lower Saxony. Photo: Peter Steffen/dpa
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03 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Eldagsen: A pumpkin with the inscription "Kitchen Queen" lies after the harvest on a farm in Eldagsen. Sometimes big, sometimes small, but always colourful - for many people, pumpkins are simply part of autumn. On average, around 4670 tonnes of vegetables, which belong to the cucumber family, are harvested on the cultivation area in Lower Saxony. Photo: Peter Steffen/dpa
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01 October 2019, Lower Saxony, Pattensen: Dark clouds move over windmills. Photo: Julian Stratenschulte/dpa
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30 September 2019, Lower Saxony, Hanover: Passers-by walk across a road in rain and storm. Stormy low "Mortimer" sweeps across northern Germany. Photo: Julian Stratenschulte/dpa
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30 September 2019, Lower Saxony, Hemmingen: A cabriolet drives on a road near the Ohlendorf district past three trees that cast long shadows on a field (aerial photograph with drone). Photo: Hauke-Christian Dittrich/dpa
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dpatop - 30 September 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: The interior of the Nikolaikirche is illuminated by projectors. Concerts, films, museum tours. Next Wednesday in Leipzig, numerous events will commemorate the peaceful protests in the  Autumn 1989 (to dpa "30 Years Peaceful Revolution: On 9 October all of Leipzig celebrates "). Photo: Sebastian Willnow/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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30 September 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: The interior of the Nikolaikirche is illuminated by projectors. Concerts, films, museum tours. Next Wednesday in Leipzig, numerous events will commemorate the peaceful protests in the  Autumn 1989 (to dpa "30 Years Peaceful Revolution: On 9 October all of Leipzig celebrates "). Photo: Sebastian Willnow/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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30 September 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: The interior of the Nikolaikirche is illuminated by projectors. Concerts, films, museum tours. Next Wednesday in Leipzig, numerous events will commemorate the peaceful protests in the  Autumn 1989 (to dpa "30 Years Peaceful Revolution: On 9 October all of Leipzig celebrates "). Photo: Sebastian Willnow/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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30 September 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: The interior of the Nikolaikirche is illuminated by projectors. Concerts, films, museum tours. Next Wednesday in Leipzig, numerous events will commemorate the peaceful protests in the  Autumn 1989 (to dpa "30 Years Peaceful Revolution: On 9 October all of Leipzig celebrates "). Photo: Sebastian Willnow/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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30 September 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: The interior of the Nikolaikirche is illuminated by projectors. Concerts, films, museum tours. Next Wednesday in Leipzig, numerous events will commemorate the peaceful protests in the  Autumn 1989 (to dpa "30 Years Peaceful Revolution: On 9 October all of Leipzig celebrates "). Photo: Sebastian Willnow/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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30 September 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: The interior of the Nikolaikirche is illuminated by projectors. Concerts, films, museum tours. Next Wednesday in Leipzig, numerous events will commemorate the peaceful protests in the  Autumn 1989 (to dpa "30 Years Peaceful Revolution: On 9 October all of Leipzig celebrates "). Photo: Sebastian Willnow/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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30 September 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: The interior of the Nikolaikirche is illuminated by projectors. Concerts, films, museum tours. Next Wednesday in Leipzig, numerous events will commemorate the peaceful protests in the  Autumn 1989 (to dpa "30 Years Peaceful Revolution: On 9 October all of Leipzig celebrates "). Photo: Sebastian Willnow/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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Panorama, Buchenwald im beginnenden Herbst, dichter Nebel, ?stliches Harzvorland, bei Wippra, Sachsen-Anhalt, Deutschland *** Panorama, beech forest in early autumn, dense fog, eastern Harz foreland, near Wippra, Saxony Anhalt, Germany
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01 August 2019, Saxony, Plauen: View of the monument to the Peaceful Revolution 1989 in the centre of Plauen. The sculpture is intended to commemorate one of the first demonstrations in the GDR in the autumn of 1989. The approximately 3.70 metre high bronze work of art has the shape of a candle. The Vogtlandische Plauen talks about the debate on the restructuring of the Stasi records authority with the desire for its own branch office (to dpa "30 years after the fall of the Berlin Wall: Plauen wants branch office for Stasi archive".) Photo: Hendrik Schmidt/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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01 August 2019, Saxony, Plauen: The magnificent gable of the Old Town Hall in the top city of Plauen is one of the landmarks of the Vogtland metropolis. 07 October 1989 in Plauen is regarded as the starting point of the Peaceful Revolution. The Vogtlandische Plauen talks about the debate on the restructuring of the Stasi records authority with the desire for its own branch office (to dpa "30 years after the fall of the Berlin Wall: Plauen wants branch office for Stasi archive".) Photo: Hendrik Schmidt/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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01 August 2019, Saxony, Plauen: The magnificent gable of the Old Town Hall in the top city of Plauen is one of the landmarks of the Vogtland metropolis. 07 October 1989 in Plauen is regarded as the starting point of the Peaceful Revolution. The Vogtlandische Plauen talks about the debate on the restructuring of the Stasi records authority with the desire for its own branch office (to dpa "30 years after the fall of the Berlin Wall: Plauen wants branch office for Stasi archive".) Photo: Hendrik Schmidt/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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01 August 2019, Saxony, Plauen: View of the monument to the Peaceful Revolution 1989 in the centre of Plauen. The sculpture is intended to commemorate one of the first demonstrations in the GDR in the autumn of 1989. The approximately 3.70 metre high bronze work of art has the shape of a candle. The Vogtlandische Plauen talks about the debate on the restructuring of the Stasi records authority with the desire for its own branch office (to dpa "30 years after the fall of the Berlin Wall: Plauen wants branch office for Stasi archive".) Photo: Hendrik Schmidt/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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01 August 2019, Saxony, Plauen: View of the monument to the Peaceful Revolution 1989 in the centre of Plauen. The sculpture is intended to commemorate one of the first demonstrations in the GDR in the autumn of 1989. The approximately 3.70 metre high bronze work of art has the shape of a candle. The Vogtlandische Plauen talks about the debate on the restructuring of the Stasi records authority with the desire for its own branch office (to dpa "30 years after the fall of the Berlin Wall: Plauen wants branch office for Stasi archive".) Photo: Hendrik Schmidt/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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